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Milestones in studying PNC effects:

1949: Analyzing Einstein’s relativity theory, Dirac states that P- and T-invariance is not
necessary attribute of the nature laws (i.e. of physical dynamic theories).

1950: Purcell & Ramsey state that the validity of P- or/and T-odd theories must be confirmed
experimentally. The search for the neutron EDM is initiated.

1956: Puzzle of τ–θ mesons: θ→2π(L=0); τ→3π(L=0), but mτ ≈ mθ; Tτ1/2 ≈ Tθ1/2 .

Analyzing the decays, Lee and Yang have suggested nonconservation of space parity, 
P, in decay of K(JP=0−) on π-mesons (JP=0−) / Kπ3≡τ ;Kπ2≡θ /.

They suggest to study spirality (p·S) in decay experiments.

1957: Wu et al. discover the P-violation in β decay of 60Co ( n → p + e− + νe ).

To “save” the world from the left-handed asymmetry, Landau, Lee & Yang suggest
invariance of the nature laws with respect to the combined CP-parity.

Landau: d ∼ S , i.e. the proportionality coefficient is P,T-odd, otherwise d=0.

1964: Christenson, Cronin, Fitch & Turlay discover nonconservation of the combined
inversion, CP, in decay K0

L (CP=-1) → 2π (CP=+1 !).
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Calculations of PNC effects
in heavy-atom molecules:

� In 1967 Sandars suggested to use polar heavy-atom molecules for 
PNC experiments because of relativistic enhancement ∼∼∼∼ α2Z3 (1965) 
and Emol/Eext ∼∼∼∼ 105. He initiated the search for the P,T-odd effects on 
205TlF in Oxford and estimated the enhancement semiempirically.

� First ab initio nonrelativistic calculations of PNC effects in TlF
followed by the relativistic scaling were performed by Hinds & 
Sandars in 1980 and by Coveney & Sandars in 1983 (Oxford, UK).

� Two-step relativistic calculations at SPbSU & PNPI (SPb): without 
correlations: on PbF & HgF (1985-1991);    with correlations: on    
YbF (1996,1998), BaF (1997), TlF (2002), PbO* (2004), HI+ (2005).

� First Dirac-Fock calculations on TlF (1997) and YbF (1998) are 
performed by Parpia (USA) and by Quiney et al. (EU).



Why measure EDMs?

• EDMs violate Parity (P) and
Time Reversal (T) Symmetries:

• P,T-violation = window to physics
beyond the standard model:
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Status
Experimental limit
on the electron EDM:

|de| < 1.6××××10-27 e⋅⋅⋅⋅cm

B. Regan, E. Commins, C. Schmidt, 
D. DeMille, PRL 88,  071805 (2002).

~10-29 e·cmTechnicolor
~10-27 e·cmSupersymmetry

10-27-10-28 

e·cmMulti-Higgs

10-26-10-29 

e·cmLepton flavor-changing

10-26-10-28 

e·cmLeft-right symmetric

<10-38 e·cmStandard Model

|de|Physics model



Experimental detection of an EDM
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Effective relativistic Hamiltonians



Effective relativistic Hamiltonians

The most popular Hamiltonians used in calculations of
heavy-atom molecules:

�Dirac-Coulomb(-Breit) Hamiltonian is the most accurate
relativistic approximation that is used in practice when
calculating many-electron systems.

•Two-component all-electron approaches:

– Douglas-Kroll transformation (of 2nd & 3rd orders);
– zero/first-order relativistic approximations (ZORA/FORA).
• Relativistic effective core potentials (RECPs) employing operators of
types:
– radially-local (semi-local) pseudopotentials;
– Huzinaga-type (ab initio) model potentials (using level-shift terms for
“freezing” core shells);
– separable pseudopotentials (applied to many-atomic systems);
– core polarization potentials (containing one- & two-electron terms).



Radial parts of large components of spinors 5s1/2 and 6s1/2
and of corresponding pseudospinors for the Thallium atom.



Radial parts of the potential components for 
pseudospinors 5s1/2 and 6s1/2 of the Thallium atom.



Generalized relativistic ECP

• The inner core (IC), outer core (OC) and valence (V) electrons 
are first treated employing different approximations for each 
(including relaxation of IC shells).

• GRECP involves both radially-local, separable and Huzinaga-
type potentials (shifting the core energies) as its components.

• The GRECP operator includes terms of other types (self-
consistent and term-splitting) for economical treatment of 
transition metals, lanthanides and actinides.

• The outermost core pseudoorbitals (nodeless) together with 
valence pseudoorbitals (nodal) are used for constructing the 
GRECP components.

• Quantum electrodynamics effects (Breit etc.) and correlations 
with the IC shells can be efficiently treated within GRECPs.



Generalized RECP operator with separable correction:

• The separable terms (the second and third lines in Eq.(1))
are added to the conventional radially-local RECP operator.

• These terms take into account the difference between the potentials
acting on the outercore and valence electrons with the same l & j.



GRECP accuracy

• The GRECPs provides the level of “chemical accuracy”
(1 kcal/mol or 350 cm-1) for valence energies.

• The GRECP accuracy can be even higher than the 
accuracy of the frozen core approximation when 
accounting for the inner core relaxation terms.

• The cumulative computational precision is limited by 
current possibilities of correlation methods and codes.

• The expenses of correlation treatment can be seriously 
reduced as compared to Dirac-Coulomb-Breit methods 
when using basis of spin-orbitals instead of spinors.



The radial parts of the large component of the 6p1/2 bispinor and the
corresponding pseudospinor obtained in equivalent Dirac-Fock and 21-electron
GRECP/SCF calculations for the state averaged over the relativistic 6s2

1/26p11/2
configuration of Thallium. Their difference is multiplied by 1000. The GRECP is
generated for the nonrelativistically averaged 6s16p16d1 configuration.



Radial parts of the 7s1/2 spinor (all-electron Dirac-Fock) and pseudospinor
32-electron GRECP/SCF) of Uranium for the state averaged over the
nonrelativistic 5f26d17s2 configuration and their difference multiplied by 1000.



Nonvariational One-Center Restoration (NOCR)
of electronic structure in cores of heavy-atoms in a molecule:



Variational one-center restoration

Valence
Outer Core

IC

IC is “Inner Core”

A.V.Titov, IJQC (1996)



Spin-rotational Hamiltonian for YbF, HgF etc.



P- and P,T-odd terms in Hsr for YbF, HgF etc.



First two-step calculations of 199HgF and 207PbF



Why is accurate accounting for correlation important?



The PT2/CI method



The PT2/CI method (cont.)



Parameters of the spin-rotational Hamiltonian for 171YbF.



The PT2/CI method (cont.)



The Coupled-Cluster Approaches



Solution of Coupled-Cluster equations:

Three basic Coupled Cluster categories:



The Coupled-Cluster Approaches (cont.)



The Coupled-Cluster Approaches (cont.)



P,T-odd interactions in TlF:



Volume effect:



Magnetic effect:



The parameters X and M (in a.u.) for the ground state of
205TlF in Dirac-Fock (DF)1,2 and GRECP/RCC3 calculations.



PbO* is a Novel System for Measuring
Electron EDM  |de|

• a(1) has very small Ω-doublet splitting
⇒complete polarization with small fields (>15 V/cm)
– equivalent to E ~ >1010 V/cm on an atom!

• PbO is thermodynamically stable 
– a(1) populated via laser excitation
⇒ can work in vapor cell.

MUCH larger density than beam:

PbO Cell (Yale): Tl Beam (Berkeley):
N = nV ~ 1016 N = nV ~ 108



Errors in all-electron transition energies of the Pb atom obtained by
the RCC-SD and PT2/CI methods for states with the 6s26p2 configuration.



Contributions from triple and quadruple CC amplitudes to total energies
of the Pb terms and errors for the VCIC-corrected transition energies.



Spin-Orbit Conguration Interaction



The SO-CI computational scheme:



Perturbative corrections to CI:



Spin-Orbit Conguration Interaction (cont.)



• PbO* crude model of a(1): two valence electrons, one is 
excited both nominally in π-orbitals: no s-wave component

Pb: [Xe] 5s25p65d10  6s26p2 ;    O: 1s2 2s22p4 .
[   outer   core   ]  [ valence ] [OC]   [     V      ] 

⇒ any admixture of s-wave due to relativistic & correlation effects
can dramatically influence on the calculated HFS and PNC values.

⇒ Accurate calculation of electronic structure both in the 
valence and core regions of PbO is required:

⇒ Combination of SO-CI (nondynamic or V correlations)  
& RCC-SD (dynamic or OC-V correlations) is applied:

W  = W [30-el. RCC-SD]  - W [10-el. RCC-SD]  + W [10-el. SO-CI]

Pb:[4s7p5d3f] + O:[4s3p2d1f]   :<Basis sets>: Pb:[5s7p4d2f] + O:[4s3p2d1f]

Calculation of PbO*: Starting point
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Experiment: 4113 MHz for a(1); 5000 200 MHz for B(1)

Calculated parameters  (in MHz) and   (in 10 Hz ( cm))d

A A

A W e
= − = ±

/ ⋅

� �

�

-7.184762-4.81-368910e-CI
-6.784965-5.86-3752FINAL

Internuclear distance R = 4.0 a.u.
-10.244785-5.18-3509FINAL
-10.644582-4.13-344610e-CI

0.40203-1.05-63Outecore
-9.704081-4.10-269830e-RCC-SD

-10.103878-3.05-263510e-RCC-SD
Internuclear distance R = 3.8 a.u.

Parameters

State 3 2 2 2 3 1
1 2 3 1 2(1 )a σ σ σ π π+Σ 3 2 2 1 4 1

1 2 3 1 2(1)B σ σ σ π πΠ
A

� dW A
� dW
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calculated by CI & RCC with different thresholds (T).

  (in MHz)    and      (in 10 Hz ( cm))dA W e/ ⋅
�

Internuclear distance R=4.0 a.u.

-7.184762-4.81-3689T=0 + FCI

-7.154739-4.65-3625T=0      (175 000 000)
-7.074692-4.31-3571T=0.001   (2 000 000)
-7.024662-4.08-3536T=0.0025 (1 100 000)
-6.944590-3.61-3458T=0.01     (   500 000)
-7.354357-2.44-3124T=0.1       (   120 000)

-6.224150-0.72-2025Reference (      2 500)
T    (number of SAFs)

Parameters

State 3 2 2 2 3 1
1 2 3 1 2(1)a σ σ σ π π+Σ 3 2 2 1 4 1

1 2 3 1 2(1)B σ σ σ π πΠ
A

� dW A
� dW



• Semi-empirical model of wave functions using
experimental data to constrain partial waves near Pb

[M.Kozlov and D.DeMille, PRL 89, 133001 (2002)]

⇒ Eint > 5××××1010 V/cm!

• Ab initio RCCSD + SODCI calculations of QChem PNPI
RCCSD:  [T.Isaev et al., PRA 69, 030501(R) (2004)]
SODCI: [A.Petrov et al., arXiv: physics/0409045; PRA (2005)]

⇒ Eint ~ 2.5××××1010 V/cm.

Calculation of Eint in PbO*: Results



HI+:



⇒ High-accuracy calculations of heavy-atom systems are of primary 
interest for modern (planned) experiments to search for PNC effects.

⇒ Up to now, all the most precise calculations of polar heavy-atom 
diatomics of interest are performed by the GRECP / NOCR approach.

⇒ Accuracy is limited by current possibilities of correlation methods and 
not by the  finite basis set,  GRECP  and  NOCR  approximations.

⇒ The two-step method has better flexibility than the four-component 
approaches and good prospects for further improvement of accuracy.

⇒ Extension of the method to study more complicated systems (liquids 
etc.) is planned;   simulation of environment by GRECPs is possible. 
Applicability to a multitude of other properties is straightforward.

⇒ Further development of  accurate effective Hamiltonians, correlation 
methods and new schemes of the basis set generation is required:

⇒ Correlated GRECPs and schemes of correlated restoration can 
dramatically reduce the computational efforts in prospect.

Concluding remarks (core properties):



Concluding remarks (valence properties):



Thank you!






